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1 Winning Teams Build Dreams

DREAM validates ideas and builds teams, enabling more projects and startups to 
succeed. Powered by AI, driven by real-world success.

What is 
DREAM

Dreams drive our world—disrupting industries and unlocking new economic opportunities. Dreams are 
made possible by the confluence of the dreamers, the right talent, and willing investors.

Too often projects fail because dreamers don’t know where to start—wasting time and resources. This 
could be easily avoided with the right guidance and team.

The reputation of talent and the success of past projects is locked into closed platforms and isn’t 
intelligently used to build the future. Investors find too many inexperienced dreamers who didn’t validate 
their ideas, hired the wrong talent, or lacked the resources to connect to capital.

Deliver success through collective wisdom. Make every project count. Own your 
reputation. Disrupt the $1.5tn global gig economy.

Our 
Dream

68% of projects fail. Why?
They lacked a clear goal, had the wrong team, it 
was poorly planned with unclear requirements, 
had weak leadership, or delivered low-quality work.

90% of startups fail. Why?
Because the team didn’t validate their model, 
didn’t build a product the customer wanted, 
failed on execution, or failed to raise funding.

Today DREAM

Fundraising

Structure Team

Validation
Fundraising

Structure Team

Validation
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2 The Market
Projects
Every day thousands of people work on the 
same projects, solve the same problems, and 
make the same mistakes.

Despite this, there isn’t a way to build teams 
and know what projects are more likely to 
succeed based on past outcomes.

75% of business executives anticipate their 
software projects are doomed from the start. 

48% of leaders say the teams technical skills are 
key to project success.

60% of companies pay a premium on time and 
budget when requirements aren’t defined.

Pre-Sale Starts 28th April 2018

Pre-Sale Ends 5th May 2018

Token Sale Starts 5th May 2018 

Token Sale Ends 2nd June 2018

Min Raise $6.5m

Token Ethereum ERC20

Ticker Name / Symbol DREAM

Total Supply 100,000,000

Value 1 DREAM = $0.80

DREAM is launching a token sale 
to fund the development and 
launch of the platform. 

The token will be used to pay for 
advisors, gigs, talent, premium 
features, and partner services 
within the DREAM ecosystem.

50% Pre-Sale Discount

Max Raise (Cap) $33.4m

Startups
There has never been such a huge appetite 
to create revolutionary new business models, 
despite this, startup failure rates are very high. 

Many entrepreneurs have great ideas, but are 
unable to get the advice and mentorship they 
need to launch their business.

A staggering 50 million businesses are launched 
annually world-wide.

Seven million startups are launched and $531bn 
is invested in them each year in the USA alone.

Of these US startups, 0.91% raise angel funding 
and 0.05% receive VC funding.

https://www.geneca.com/blog/software-project-failure-business-development
https://www.wrike.com/blog/complete-collection-project-management-statistics-2015/
https://www.techrepublic.com/blog/tech-decision-maker/study-68-percent-of-it-projects-fail/
http://www.moyak.com/papers/business-startups-entrepreneurs.html
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/230011
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Blockchain
Blockchain protocols and platforms are 
backed by significant investment. This new 
infrastructure lays the foundation for new 
business models, partnerships, and ownership 
of data.

200% increase in demand for talent in 2017.

In 10 years, blockchain technology will generate 
$45bn of annual revenue.

In 2017 projects raised $4bn from token sales 
and ICO’s.

2.1 The Customer
DREAM helps solve the key issues that entrepreneurs and projects face; such as pulling together teams, 
validating ideas, and raising funding.

How can I increase my chances of raising funding?
DREAM demonstrates traction to investors with a living and 
verifiable business plan. Achievements, contributions, and 
reputable team members add credibility to each project.

I need a team and I need help. Where do I start?
DREAM leverages broad reputation data from multiple 
blockchain partners. Through AI models DREAM builds 
teams and structures projects have been proven to work.

How I can I increase the chance of success for my 
project?

DREAM is trained by experts, customer interactions, and the 
outcome and success of past projects. DREAM uses AI to 
validate ideas, solve problems, and build structure.

https://www.coindesk.com/blockchains-big-year-competitive-job-market-grows-200/
https://which-50.com/global-blockchain-technology-market-reach-45-billion-decade/
http://fortune.com/2017/12/13/bitcoin-ico-increase/
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2.2 The Gig Economy
The Total Addressable Market for the global gig economy is $1.5 trillion. Despite the huge size, online 
service platforms, at their core, match a set of requirements to an individual based on skills and 
ranking. DREAM will solve many issues that entrepreneurs and projects face today.

Knowledge
Clients and freelancers have the same 
conversations, in similar projects, thousands of 
times a day.

Teams
Project success is dependent on the team, yet 
service and freelance platforms still focus on 
individual service providers.

DREAM builds upon the wisdom and
experience of the community and guides
founders along their startup journey.

Build teams—big or small—using reputation 
data from within DREAM and from other 
communities.

Matching
Today a client posts a job, selects some skills 
and is presented with a list of freelancers, then 
reviews the proposals.

DREAM first builds a comprehensive 
understanding of a clients real needs, matching 
talent based on personal reputation and past 
project successes.

DREAM Mentor
Always Online

DREAM
Talent

Blockchain
Communities

https://advancedconsult.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/example-3.pdf
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Delivering a project, or growing a successful startup means engaging with the right people at different 
stages of growth. In fact, 23% of startups fail because they have the wrong team. The need for teams has 
been validated by thousands of project listings on blockchain talent platform Moneo.io.

From a full-stack development 
team to an ICO launch team; 
too much for one person to 
deliver.

For larger projects, Moneo 
reviewed the scope and 
suggested expert validation 
before hiring.

Jobs didn’t receive proposals 
because the project scope was 
unclear or unrealistic.

Needed a Team Needed an Advisor Had an Unclear Scope

63% 26% 42% 

Reputation
Reputations built on freelance and service 
platforms are not portable. They are centralized 
and owned by the site.

Take your reputation, identity, and success 
to other platforms, and bring your success 
from platforms into DREAM to enhance your 
profle.

DREAM
Network

Partner
Network

AI Predictions
AI and machine learning are primed to revolutionize the way we work. In 2017, Marketforce surveyed 846 
senior executives.

expect to see the 
emergence of dynamic 
data-driven and 
transferable profiles

expect algorithmic 
matching of tasks to the 
most suitable worker to 
become standard

believe it will become 
standard for AI to 
conduct interviews and 
shortlist candidates

believe AI will give rise 
to a more transparent 
meritocracy in the 
workplace

86% 84% 65% 66%

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/startup-failure-reasons-top/
https://moneo.io/
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3 Building on Moneo’s Success
DREAM is being built by the experienced team and extensive advisory board behind successful blockchain 
startup Moneo.io. The Moneo website, payment system, and all intellectual property is now part of DREAM.

Moneo is the world’s leading marketplace for hiring high-end, hand-picked freelance blockchain talent. 
Incorporated in January 2016, Moneo has had over $8m of job postings, 6,000+ development hours, and 
a tested and proven bitcoin escrow payment system.

Quality
Clients want quality proposals from vetted 
professionals. Freelancers want to be 
alongside accomplished peers.

Niche Blockchain
Clients want to connect with blockchain 
talent on a specialized blockchain platform.

Crypto Payments
Low fees, fast and transparent payments, 
underpinned by a trusted escrow and 
arbitration system.

Moneo has worked with over one hundred 
blockchain industry leaders, CTO’s, and startup 
founders to deliver a platform that the blockchain 
community needed.

Moneo is a high-touch platform, with the team 
working one-on-one with every client to deliver their 
projects and supporting every freelancer.

A fundamental part of the DREAM community will be 
the blockchain talent from Moneo who are behind 
dozens of successful token sales and blockchain 
projects.

http://moneo.io
https://moneo.io/help/moneo-bitcoin-escrow-payment-system-architecture
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DREAM 
Talent DREAM

Token

DREAM AI

Validate hunches, structure 
projects, and build teams

DREAM Knowledge

Trained by experts and 
the outcome of projects

AI Talent Bots

Virtual AI team 
members

DREAM Manager

Showcase to investors and 
take an idea to market

DREAM Reputation

Talent, teams, and projects 
with provable reputations

DREAM Identity

Verified achievements 
on the blockchain

DREAM Rewards

Rewards for growing 
the DREAM ecosystem

DREAM Exchange

Buy tokens with fiat 
currency

Utility

Hire talent, book gigs, and 
buy premium services

Moneo

Hand-picked and 
quality-checked talent

DREAM 
Reputation

DREAM 
Mentor

DREAM Mentor is an advisor, project manager, 
and team builder—guiding entrepreneurs 
through the exciting, yet treacherous first 
stages of building out an idea. Knowledge that 
was previously lost from project-to-project is 
captured and used to deliver qualified answers 
and validated solutions to clients.

DREAM Reputation consolidates trust and 
expertise whilst ensuring portability and 
ownership of personal data. Working with 
blockchain platforms and infrastructure 
projects, DREAM will lay the foundation for 
reputation portability through open standards.

DREAM Token is a utility token for use 
throughout the DREAM ecosystem. Without 
needing an exchange, customers can purchase 
DREAM Tokens to pay for premium features, 
advisors, freelancers, gigs, identity checks, and 
partner services. DREAM Token also rewards 
growth within the ecosystem.

DREAM Talent builds upon the success of 
Moneo, by providing high-end talent as advisors 
for short term engagements, freelancers for 
longer term projects, and gigs for rapid delivery.

4 The Solution
DREAM is an ecosystem of creativity and a network of opportunity. Powered by blockchain and artificial 
intelligence, and available to all.
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5 Customer Journey
From a simple website to a whole marketing and development team, a customer may be looking to 
quickly solve a problem and take advantage of building a small specialized team, or they may be planning 
to launch a startup and run the whole project through DREAM.

Often what seems like a simple project can result in making the wrong hire, or hiring at the wrong 
time. For example, hiring a social media manager when the real problem is the design of the website 
and branding, or hiring a smart contract software developer for an ICO without considering that some 
features may create challenges in the future.

Time and money can be saved by having a quick call with the right advisor and gaining consensus on how 
to progress. DREAM is about hiring the best suited team for a project, throughout the different stages.

For flexibility, a client can enter the DREAM process at any stage. If the requirements are unclear they can 
start at the Scope or Plan stage. If the customer knows the team they need, they can bypass the early 
stages and start at Build.

A customer can chose to run their project privatly, or openly with complete visibility to the community.

Plan Build ExecuteScope
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My Funds

Any Rewards

I can manage in DREAM Wallet:
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Emma has a working concept 
invoice tracking Dapp, and 
has received great early-stage 
feedback.

The problem is that she’s got a 
great concept but usnure how she 
can realise the project.

Based on past experiences with clients running similar 
projects, DREAM makes recommendations. Emma is 
connected with advisors to discuss potential gaps, such 
as validating her idea with real customers.

Her task list is created and tracked in DREAM Manager. 
DREAM Manager optionally integrates with leading 
collaboration tools such as Slack, Telegram, Trello, and 
Wrike.

Emma buys some DREAM Tokens on 
DREAM Exchange using her credit 
card.  

DREAM works through her problems 
that she is currently facing. DREAM 
Mentor processes her responses and 
analyses her problems.

Working Concept
Great Feedback

DONE:

Thanks

DREAM Mentor

I’ve suggested 
some gigs

Emma’s Project
15

22

350
Buy

DREAM
Exchange

$

Plan Build ExecuteScope
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Plan Build ExecuteScope

DREAM AI learns from the outcome of other projects 
and teams, and from expert training. DREAM Mentor 
suggests advisors based on their suitability to the 
project. There will always be human fallback to support 
Emma and improve the AI.

DREAM Mentor recommends fixed price gigs from 
DREAM Talent based on the tasks agreed with her 
advisory team. The gigs allow Emma to rapidly deliver 
and easily budget.

Using DREAM Tokens, she buys a gig for $400 to perform 
some market analysis and a two-hour Skype call with 
a Blockchain Architect at $300 to refine the technical 
design and strategy.

Emma invites the suggested advisors, who can clearly
see what she’s trying to achieve, and where potential 
problems might exist. Even at this early stage, the quality 
of projects that freelancers receive are very high as 
they’ve been pre-validated by DREAM AI.

Emma hires Tom who 
previously co-founded a 
successful startup as an 
advisor. Tom transferred a 
wealth of his knowledge and 
experience and helped train 
the AI modules. Tom has an 
advisory profile on DREAM 
Talent and has earnt multiple 
DREAM Tokens as rewards for 
his contributions.

Emma also hires Lucas 
who has just joined 
DREAM Talent. He was 
recommended by DREAM 
Mentor as an advisor due 
to his great reputation 
within other blockchain 
communities.

Invite 90
$180 Invite

Tom

100
$200 Invite

Lucas

Suggested Advisors

Thanks

I’ve suggested 
some gigs

90
$180 Hired

Tom

100
$200 Hired

Lucas

Newbie

Great Reputation
on partner network

Co-founded a 
successful startup

150
$300 Booked

Skype Call

BoughtBook200
$400

Market Analysis
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Plan Build ExecuteScope

Emma’s project is looking good. Her business model 
and value propositions are clear. She’s got three 
publicly listed and accomplished advisors, and great 
feedback from freelancers she worked with. The project 
has received positive endorsements in other blockchain 
communities.

DREAM Planner trains itself through a user 
feedback loop to validate previous advice 
and suggestions. Based upon the customers 
input, DREAM AI will be able to validate its own 
recommendations in the future.

DREAM Builder suggests a team structure to Emma. She’s 
going to need a COO with accounting and blockchain 
experience, a hands-on CMO, a Product Manager for the 
UI/UX, a Front-End Developer, and a Security Auditor for 
the Dapp.

Once the team structure is agreed by Emma, DREAM 
starts matching suitable freelancers using DREAM 
Reputation. Data is sourced from partners, from within 
DREAM, from DREAM AI models, and more broadly 
using open source intelligence.

The machine learning modules look for patterns in past 
teams and projects to suggest an optimal team structure. 
Freelancers are more likely to be grouped if they worked 
together in the past.

Emma’s Project 42

75

Suggested Team Structure

Done
Accept

I’ve suggested 
Team Srutcture

Work Together

DREAM
Talent

Partner
Network



I can use take the success 
and reputation of my 
project to other platforms 
and DREAM partners!

Portable Reputation & Projects
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Plan Build ExecuteScope

To raise the profile of her project, Emma 
can promote it within other partner 
networks. As her project got traction, she 
caught the eye of a blockchain accelerator 
in DREAM.

Throughout the process performance metrics have been written 
to the blockchain. The team is linked to the project—with stronger 
reputations, and significant contributions adding more weight. The 
guess work for investors is reduced, and quality projects are easily 
verifiable.

Scope Plan Build Execute

Decentralized funding platform

Emma can raise funds on decentralized 
fundraising platforms backed by her 
team and project milestones on DREAM.

Decentralized social network 

Emma can create some buzz for her 
project and the social network can 
have confidence that the project is 
reputable and of high quality.

Decentralized marketing service 

A marketing company immediately knows 
that the project is legitimate and can plug 
the project into their marketing systems.

DREAM Mentor, 

can you help
 me 

with fu
ndra

ising
?

Sure t
hing

, Em
ma.

More
 De

tail
s
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6 DREAM Ecosystem
DREAM Planner understands what is required for a successful project. DREAM Talent resources the 
project, underpinned by DREAM Reputation. DREAM Builder assembles the team, and DREAM Token 
unifies the whole ecosystem.

DREAM 
Knowledge

DREAM
Manager

DREAM
AI

DREAM
Mentor

DREAM Rewards

Gamification system to 
encourage and reward 
growth

DREAM Experts

High-end talent training
the DREAM Planner 
modules

DREAM Exchange

Buy DREAM tokens to access 
services in the DREAM Ecosystem

DREAM Profile

Showcase projects to 
talent and investors

DREAM Planner

Human trained chatbot and 
project planner

DREAM Builder

Build teams using AI
and broad datasets

6.1 DREAM Mentor

DREAM Mentor guides the client decision process and acts as a personal project manager, an advisor, 
and a team member.

DREAM AI is taught by human experts and continuously learns from real-world project outcomes and 
success within and external to the DREAM Ecosystem. DREAM Mentor is backed by blockchain-verified 
individual and project reputation data.



DREAM Mentor
Always Online

I need to market my token sale

Do you need any specific features 
for your smart contract?

Royalties
Legal Gigs & Advisors

Suggested Team Structure

Accepted

Tom and Lucas have worked 
successfully on another similar
project.

Token Sale Experts

Suggested Team

Open DREAM Manager

Would you like me to recommend 
some experts to talk through the 
token sale process?

We’ll keep you updated via Telegram. 
Can I help you with anything else?

Here is your suggested team.

I’ve recommended a team structure. 

like some legal guidance?

Creating new DREAM Project 
‘Develop a smart contract’ 

Legal Review

BookedBooked

ICO Planner

BookedHired

Invited

Tom

Invited

Lucas

By bringing in advisors 
early in the project, 
even just for an hour, 
the client likely
saved money on 
development.

DREAM suggests a team 
based on the AI engines 
understanding of the 
project requirements.

DREAM AI builds 
a team using reputation 
data from DREAM and 
partner networks.

Everything can be 
managed in DREAM 
Manager.

Would you 
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In the example below, DREAM Planner is responding based on training knowledge taught by experts 
through DREAM Knowledge. The project requirements are scoped using customer input and by profiling 
previous teams and projects. Once the scope is clear, DREAM AI suggests and builds the team.
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6.1.1 DREAM AI
The AI and machine learning modules first scope the project and then build the team.

An advisor or freelancer who has contributed to multiple successful projects on DREAM, trained DREAM 
AI, verified their qualifications in DREAM Identity, and who has a good reputation within other high-
quality blockchain communities will have a much higher score.

Freelancer DREAM

Skills & Suitability Skills, qualifications, rates, location, availability, and 
verification level

Platform Ranking Per-skill client feedback and scoring, responsiveness, 
number of completed projects, earnings, and any 
disputes

Projects & Startups Ranked based on level of contribution and success of 
other projects

Blockchain Service Success and reputation within other freelance and 
service platforms

Blockchain Social Ranking on social media platforms, weighted according 
to verifiable and unverifiable metrics

Blockchain Identity Proof of identity, qualifications, and achievements

Knowledge Quality of training and knowledge transfer into AI 
system, based on up-voting and success of projects that 
leverage AI

Deep & Wide 
Learning

Data from DREAM, and on-chain and off-chain partners

DREAM Planner
With minimal friction, data is gleaned through 
a combination of customer documents 
(such as business plans), existing business 
networks, and the DREAM chatbot.

As a result, there is significantly more data 
available to build the right team than with 
traditional job posting methods.

DREAM Builder
Teams are built using individual skill and 
ranking matching algorithms, with a breadth 
of data from DREAM and partner networks.

AI continuously analyses the growing dataset. 
It learns from customer feedback and looks 
for patterns from past projects and teams.



67

90 5025

MilestonesSummary

Team

Emma’s Project

75%

42
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6.1.2 DREAM Manager
DREAM Manager is a portal to manage all components of a project. The public DREAM page demonstrates 
verifiable progression and a committed team to potential investors.

On freelance sites today, freelancers usually see a few paragraphs explaining a project and often simply 
ignore invitations. With DREAM, the freelancer has access to the business plan, the team, project goals, 
and achievements so far. There is much more incentive to get involved and associated with the project.
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6.1.3 DREAM Knowledge
Much of the work done by freelancers on today’s platforms is repeated. DREAM AI learns from thousands 
of hand-picked experts to address these inefficiencies. Clients (entrepreneurs) can also be DREAM experts 
and train the AI system and contribute to other startups whilst running their own project.

DREAM Experts
DREAM Experts will be hired by DREAM AI to train 
DREAM Planner.  When hundreds of experts 
train the AI system, the resulting output will often 
be better than from an individual as discussed in 
the book “The Wisdom of Crowds”.

Clients will benefit from time and cost savings 
because of automated engagements. Due to the 
repetition of similar conversations, the data is 
perfectly suited to train the AI system.

DREAM Rewards
Incentivization and gamification methods drive 
growth within other blockchain communities, 
as proven by Steemit which enables readers to 
reward authors with tokens for their content. 

DREAM Experts will improve their reputation 
based on the number of submissions they make 
and the success of the modules they help train, 
all made competitive with leader boards.

6.2 DREAM Reputation
DREAM will remain blockchain agnostic. Data from multiple blockchain ecosystems, such as Ethereum, 
Cardano and Rootstock, may be used within DREAM.  Based on an amalgamation of data from multiple 
sources, portable rankings will be generated for users and projects.

DREAM Identity
Substantiating external achievements provides 
credibility and benefits the blockchain ecosystem 
as a whole. Data verification (or proof of 
verification) only has to be performed once and 
written to the blockchain, which is then owned 
by the individual.  This verified data will be used 
by DREAM AI Planner and Builder.

Identity Partners
Any company or institution, from a blockchain 
training company to a university, may record 
student results on DREAM Identity, weighted 
based on the complexity of the course.  This 
verified data can be taken by the student for use 
on other blockchain platforms.
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6.3 DREAM Talent
Moneo is a fully operational business that will accept DREAM Token.  The platform is established, has 
processed thousands of payments, and has had twelve months of real-world validation and customer 
feedback.  Moneo provides the foundation for DREAM Payments, DREAM Reputation, and DREAM Identity.

DREAM will be supportive of integrating services from other reputable service platforms.

Hey, AI Bot, please go out and build a 
list of the top 750 startup accelerators 
globally and provide links to the team 
members from Angel.co.

Research Bot
Always Online

Please check 

AI Talent Bots will start by 
providing simple services such 
as performing and documenting 
web research. 

In the future AI bots could:

Develop applications

Perform security analysis

Website audits

Manage social channels

AI Talent Bots
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7.1 Ecosystem
The partnership ecosystem enables third parties to integrate services and benefit from DREAM’s customer 
base. DREAM will also work with established centralized Web 2.0 platform to encourage openness and 
data portability.

Blockchain
Rather than operating in silos, DREAM is 
committed to working with partners to 
standardize the way personal data is shared 
on the blockchain.

DREAM will build a framework and API to allow 
partner services to integrate into the ecosystem. 
For example, legal services.

Accelerators and Incubators
Startup accelerators and incubators can add 
significant weight and support behind a project 
by operating in an advisory capacity.

DREAM will be a pipeline for accelerators, 
either to refer early stage ideas, or to pick up 
opportunities later in the process.

Web 2.0

Blockchain

Accelerators

Ethereum

Cardano

Content

Content

Service

Service

Identity

Identity

Legal

Ratings

Social

Social

Social

Fundraising

Fundraising

7 Partners
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Advisors

Gigs

Freelancers

Premium
Packages

Identity

Rewards

Partners

Rewards

Utility

Payments

8 DREAM Token
The nature of the DREAM Tokens is twofold: 
they are utility token that can be used to 
buy premium services and hire talent, 
and they are also reward tokens that 
incentivizes community members for 
using and growing the platform. 

DREAM Tokens are only valuable 
in the sense that they are 
required to access and use 
the services offered by the 
DREAM platform.

Utility Rewards

DREAM Advisors Strategic guidance, with support and backing for projects

DREAM Gigs Fixed-price deliverables suggested by DREAM Mentor or 
hired direct through DREAM Talent

DREAM Freelancers Teams or individuals hired either through DREAM 
Mentor or hired direct through DREAM Talent

Premium Packages Built for startups and enterprises who need more than 
the Individual package

DREAM Identity Identity verification and reference checks hashed on the 
blockchain, and owned by the customer

DREAM Rewards Rewards for growing DREAM—from training the AI 
system, to hiring freelancers, to getting hired

Partners Partners selling services through DREAM such as 
fundraising or legal platforms
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DREAM Tokens (DREAM) are not an investment vehicle of any kind and do not pertain in any way to an 
offering of securities in any jurisdiction. Ownership of DREAM Token carries no rights express or implied. 
Token holders should have no expectation of influence over governance of DREAM. 

DREAM Tokens can be transferred among DREAM users as the DREAM ecosystem grows. We believe that 
there will be more uses cases for the DREAM Token—these could include integrating into third parties 
and partners—and therefore, should the use increase, the circulation of DREAM Tokens will accelerate.

Using a credit or debit card, KYC checked customers will be able to purchase DREAM Tokens to pay for 
services. Buy orders may be made on partner exchanges to guarantee liquidity.

KYC

Settlements

Blockchain
Partners

DREAM
Identity

Credit or
Debit Cards

Fund
Wallet

Payments

DREAM
Token

Clients

Freelancers &
 Part

ner
s

8.1 DREAM Exchange

Even with DREAM Token listed on popular 
crypto exchanges, the on-boarding process 
will introduce friction for some clients. 

DREAM Exchange will leverage the teams’ 
knowledge in building financially regulated 
payment and settlement systems.
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9 Token Sale

Pre-Sale Duration

Pre-Sale Starts

Pre-Sale Ends

7 days
28th April 2018

5th May 2018

Token Sale Duration

Token Sale Starts

Token Sale Ends

28 days 5th May 2018 

2nd June 2018

DREAM Token is a 
fixed-supply utility and 
reward token, with the 
following attributes.

Token

Ticker Name / Symbol

Ethereum ERC20

DREAM

Total Supply

Value*

100,000,000

1 DREAM = $0.80

Min Raise $6.5m

Max Raise (Cap) $33.4m
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9.1 Token Allocation
The token distribution is coded into the token sale smart contracts.

9.2 Reward Tires
The pre-sale will run for 7 days and the token sale will run for 28 days. When a tier is sold out, the smart 
contract will automatically move to the next tier. Upon receiving ETH funds from the token buyer, DREAM 
Tokens will be transferred to the source wallet based on the funding tier. Within seven days of token sale 
completion, funds will be available to withdraw from token buyer wallets.

Discount Price Per Token DREAM Tokens Raise (USD) % of Total Supply

Presale 50% $0.40 7,500,000 $3,000,000 7.5%

Tier 1 40% $0.48 21,000,000 $10,080,000 21%

Tier 2 30% $0.56 11,000,000 $6,160,000 11%

Tier 3 20% $0.64 5,000,000 $3,200,000 5%

Tier 4 10% $0.72 5,000,000 $3,600,000 5%

Tier 5 5% $0.76 10,500,000 $7,980,000 10.5%

Sub Totals — — 60,000,000 $34,020,000 60%

Rewards Program 4%

Founders 8%

Core Team 4.7%

Advisors 9.8%

Rewards Pool 10%

Reserve 3.5%

Token Buyers 60%
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9.3 Vesting Contracts
Tokens are allocated to founders, core team members, and advisors with the vesting contracts detailed 
below. The founding team will have a 12-month cliff from the completion of the token sale before receiving 
the first allocation of tokens.

10.1 Usage of Funds
The token raise will provide a three-year runway to build DREAM. Rapid and validated product development 
cycles (MVP’s) will ensure the project is going in the right direction.

Founding Team

Core Team & Advisors

Sale End 6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months

15%15%10% 15% 15% 15% 15%

20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

10 Roadmap

19%
Marketing

18%
Operations

17%
Legal

46%
Product
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Business Milestones Product Milestones10.2 Milestones

Q3 2018

Research dataset for AI training 
complete

Accelerator partnerships

Reputation, reward, and 
payment smart contracts

Client acquisition with rules 
based chatbot MVP

Q2 2018

Token sale completed

Product designs and 
execution plan

Moneo rebranded as DREAM 
Talent

Q3 2019

DREAM Identity seeded

Dominant position in blockchain 
market

DREAM Mentor Ability modules

DREAM AI Team Builder MVP

Q4 2019

DREAM AI Master module

iOS apps for DREAM and 
DREAM Wallet

Q1 2020

Launch with a focus on the 
broader startup market

Android apps for DREAM and 
DREAM Wallet

DREAM Exchange live and 
regulated

Q4 2018

DREAM Knowledge community 
actively training DREAM Mentor

DREAM Token payments live on 
DREAM Talent

DREAM Reputation and DREAM 
Manager in beta

Q1 2019

Industry wide reputation 
standards

Blockchain partner integrations

DREAM Talent covering all 
operating costs

DREAM AI Skill module

DREAM Exchange (regulated) 
and DREAM Wallet

Q2 2019

Q2 2020

DREAM AI Builder

DREAM AI building teams with AI

Q3 2020

DREAM Startups

Q4 2020

DREAM is the go-to-place to 
start a startup

Launch DREAM in the 
broader freelancer market

Pilot of AI Talent Bot

Joined global accelerator with 
investment

Moneo.io 12 month anniversary 
from launch into blockchain

Dream Management Ltd 
company incorporated

DREAM Rewards system 
launched

Q1 2018
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11 Financial

11.1 Financial Plan
The fundraise is costed and reaching our target raise will allow us to develop some of the most exciting 
features.

Q
2

Q
3

Q
3

Q
3

Q
4

Q
4

Q
4

Q
1

Q
1

Q
1

Q
2

Q
2

2018 2019 2020 21

Totals $31.4M

Blockchain Development

DREAM Core Services

DREAM Token

DREAM Reputation & Knowledge

DREAM Mentor

Partner Integrations

DREAM Mobile

Marketing

Project Contingency

Security Audits Monthly security audits and penetration tests, and paying bug bounties $180K
Smart Contract - Reputation Individual and project reputation data and partner integrations $175K
Smart Contract - Payments Escrow payments for DREAM Token (ERC20) and Ethereum $175K
Smart Contract - Rewards Reward growth within the DREAM ecosystem $175K
DREAM API Core API Layer to interface into smart contracts $90K

DREAM Talent Rebrand Moneo.io as DREAM Talent, create advisory features $60K

DREAM Rewards Incentives and rewards system $120K

DREAM Knowledge Knowledge capture and AI training platform $220K

DREAM Identity App to allow submissions of identity and background information $125K

DREAM Chatbot UI / UX / chatbot framework $400K
AI Datasets AI training data $150K

DREAM Mentor Framework Team builder module (programmed / not-AI) $600K

Crypto Desktop Wallet Support development of the DREAM Token into a popular desktop wallet $100K
Blockchain Partner Integrations Integration with market leading blockchain identity, reputation, or data provider $200K

Crypto Mobile Wallet Support development of the DREAM Token into a popular mobile wallet $100K
Productivity Apps Integrate with leading productivity apps $175K

DREAM Talent App - Android Mobile and tablet app $400K

DREAM API API to support all customer facing DREAM functions (for mobile and partners) $250K

DREAM Exchange Regulated e-wallet supporting credit and debit cards for buying DREAM Token $4M

DREAM Talent App - iOS iPhone and iPad app $400K

DREAM Wallet App - iOS iPhone and iPad app $400K
DREAM Wallet App - Android Mobile and tablet app $400K

DREAM Planner Skill Module Framework for the skill module $800K
DREAM Planner Master Module Framework for the master module $900K
DREAM Builder AI Teams AI / machine learning for team building $1.5M
DREAM Builder End-to-end startup builder (combining all DREAM components) $2.5M
Fallback & Training Professional human fallback as backup, and data classification team $800K

Advertising & PR Marketing, paid advertising, content, and social $4.5M
Event Sponsorship & Attendance Sponsorship of blockchain and startup events $600K

15% Contingency For crypto currency fluctuations and unexpected costs $4.1M

DREAM Planner Ability Module Framework for the ability module $900K

DREAM Reputation Framework and API for DREAM Reputation $400K

DREAM Wallet Wallet and UI for DREAM Token $190K

Application Framework UI / UX / application framework / infrastructure design $250K
DREAM Manager Project management platform and integration into DREAM apps $225K

DREAM Payments Rebrand Escoin as DREAM Payments and integrate smart contracts $150K

Base Operating Costs

Legal

Customer Support Desk Full-time customer support $750K
Operating Costs Office space, accounting, and core staff $2.5M

Infrastructure Costs Hosting, gas fees, and GPU for machine learning $400K

Incorporation & Setup Fees Token sale wind down and corporate structuring $200K
Legal Statements Legal opinions in Europe, USA, and Asia for listing token on exchanges $250K
Exchange Listings List on three regionally diverse exchanges $220K

Seeding Manual seeding of knowledge and identity $250K
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11.2 Monetization
It is imperative that DREAM is be self-sufficient when the token sale funds have been fully deployed. 
DREAM has different use cases and revenue streams, increasing the viability of DREAM Token.

Where possible, suppliers will be paid with DREAM Tokens through DREAM Talent to support and grow 
the ecosystem. To ensure proper allocations of funds and to protect and maintain stability with the value 
of DREAM Token, DREAM Tokens may only be spent from the revenue pool (not the rewards pool).

DREAM Talent
Building on the existing DREAM Talent Pool, freelancers and advisors can be hired direct or via DREAM 
Mentor. Pre-Packaged Gigs can also be purchased.

A small management fee will be deducted following the release of payment from an escrow account.

Premium Client Services
Based on successful SaaS pricing models, DREAM will offer  a comprehensive freemium Individual 
package along with chargeable Startup and Enterprise packages for enhanced features.

All packages will be available at no cost for community and open source projects as well as non-profit 
organizations.

Premium Talent Services
For an optional fee, freelancers can boost their profiles to gain more exposure.

DREAM Identity will offer a chargeable identity and background verification service; respecting privacy 
whilst providing ownership and portability on the blockchain with DREAM Reputation.

https://moneo.io/directory/bitcoin/hire-bitcoin-blockchain-freelance-developers-consultants
https://moneo.io/directory/ico/blockchain-tokensale-ico-packaged-gigs
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11.3  Market Opportunity
DREAM will follow the successful approach of Moneo.io by focusing on the blockchain niche. DREAM will 
then replicate and expand the successful model into the broader startup and freelance markets.

Within the blockchain industry, demand outstrips supply. There is a desire from clients to rapidly build 
revolutionary platforms—DREAM could be successful by solely focussing within blockchain and expanding 
Moneo.

The initial opportunity for DREAM 
is to capture startups in the early 
stages, or before they fail.

DREAM will then aim to enter the 
broader freelance market and 
capture anyone who is running a 
project or task that may require 
multiple people.

We anticipate the market size and 
customer profile in the startup 
sector as detailed on the right.

Neophyte
Looking to start a business but lack 
skills and contacts

1,000,000
clients

Knocked-Back
Didn’t recognize gaps and got 
knocked back by investors

50,000
clients

Investors and Accelerators
Referring startups they are interested 
in but who need to be built-out 
before investment

10,000
clients

Evangelists 
DREAM’s first customers, many likely 
contributors to the token sale

500
clients

Blockchain
Clients running 

blockchain projects

Startup
Entrepreneurs launching or 

running a startup

Freelance
Complex projects on 

service platforms

$4bn $25bn $250bn*

2018–2019 2020 2021

*The Total Addressable Market for the global gig economy is $1.5tn, whereas DREAM targets the high-end services market 
estimated to be $250bn.
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Blockchain Startup Freelance

Year Ramp Up Client Total Captured Client Total Captured Client Total Captured

1 1% 15,741 $40m 98,384 $250m 590,304 $1.5bn

2 3% 47,224 $120m 295,152 $750m 1,770,913 $4.5bn

3 5% 78,707 $200m 491,920 $1.25bn 2,951,522 $7.5bn

4 20% 314,829 $800m 1,967,682 $5bn 11,806,089 $30bn

5 40% 629,658 $1,600m 3,935,363 $10bn 23,612,178 $60bn

The following table details revenue based on premium services.

Blockchain Startup Freelance

Year Ramp Up DREAM Verify DREAM DREAM Verify DREAM DREAM Verify DREAM

1 1%  $3,778  $11,806  $23,612  $73,788  $141,673  $442,728 

2 3%  $11,334  $35,418  $70,837  $221,364  $425,019  $1,328,185 

3 5%  $18,890  $59,030  $118,061  $368,940  $708,365  $2,213,642 

4 20%  $75,559  $236,122  $472,244  $1,475,761  $2,833,461  $8,854,567 

5 40%  $151,118  $472,244  $944,487  $2,951,522  $5,666,923  $17,709,134 

11.4  Forecast
The table below gives an indication of number 
of clients required to hit transaction volumes. 
DREAM’s revenue model would be to take a small 
percentage fee from the ‘Captured’ column.

$4BN*

Blockchain

DREAM is targeting three markets

*- Size of market

$25BN
Startup

$250BN
Freelance
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DREAM Reputation

Smart contracts governing 
the distribution of rewards

DREAM Exchange 

Integration into Payment 
Service Provider for purchasing 
DREAM Tokens with cards

DREAM Rewards  

Smart contracts 
governing rewards

DREAM Wallet

Wallet for the DREAM 
ERC20 token

DREAM Payments 

Smart contract and 
API for payments

DREAM Identity 

Verified identity and 
achievements

DREAM AI 

Natural Language Processing 
for chat and machine learning 
for team building

DREAM Talent 

Marketplace and 
escrow service

DREAM Gigs 

Fixed price 
gigs

DREAM Knowledge 
Web portal for experts 
to train the AI system

DREAM Manager 

Project and task management 
system, integrating with other 
collaboration tools

DREAM Freelancers 
and Advisors

DREAM 
Reputation

DREAM
Token

DREAM 
Talent

DREAM 
Mentor

12 Technical Strategy

12.1 DREAM AI
The advent of blockchain technology opens up new ways of ensuring trust in relationships. Machine 
learning technology adds the possibility to learn from these interactions on a massive scale.

DREAM AI goes beyond simple 1:1 client to freelancer matching, it enables all decisions along the 
project journey to be based upon evidence gleaned from real and successful projects. Customers rate 
interactions, DREAM experts model state-of-the-art best practices as the system learns, and DREAM 
administrators manually review and classify data samples—all ensure the highest quality data.

This living and breathing real-world dataset is the most important component for DREAM AI’s competitive 
advantage. From the outset, our data strategy focuses on enhancing existing internal and external 
datasets with proven expert knowledge to jumpstart its intelligence.
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12.1.1 DREAM Builder
To rapidly deliver a working MVP, chat modules will initially be based upon a rules-based engine. This 
engine will be populated by user journeys that will be scoped and designed by DREAM Experts and 
refined based on learnings from users. As the platform grows, AI features will be integrated to make the 
system more scalable and attentive to end users.

Every module builds upon the learnings and intelligence of the previous module.  The strategy is to 
build templated Ability modules, which can eventually be grouped into Skill modules, followed by Master 
modules. 

Ability
Ability Modules help structure and 
deliver projects within a specific niche 
and build a focused team. They also 
help solve specific challenges.

Skill
Skill Modules offer more breadth 
with an additional layer linking Ability 
Modules. For example, a technical 
project may require legal or strategic 
business advice.

Master
Master Modules are trained at a 
strategic level. For example, a client 
wants to launch a startup in the 
blockchain space and is looking for 
broader guidance, validation, and 
product strategy. The appropriate 
Ability and Skill modules would then be 
brought in.

Token Sale Whitepaper

Smart Contract Legal

Marketing

Master Module

Budget

Security Audit Token Design

Smart Contract Legal Lisk Dev.

Ethereum Dev.

Skill Module

Project Scope Existing Team

Budget Features

Ability Module

Cardano Dev.
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12.1.2 DREAM Planner
The AI system will leverage data from multiple on-chain and off-chain open and partner data sources. 
As a result the AI system will have a much broader and higher quality data set to work with, allowing it to 
reach more conclusive decisions.

DREAM will also take data from other blockchain communities and web 2.0 ecosystems. For example; the 
commit rates of developers on GitHub. For subject matter experts, their citations and publications. OSINT 
data can be used where beneficial.

By repeatedly looking for patterns in large datasets DREAM AI will be able to know what works on an 
individual, team, and project level. 
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12.1.3 Models & Datasets
Whilst DREAM will give complete ownership and portability of personal and performance data to users, 
DREAM will retain ownership of AI model outputs.  The intelligence and learnings of what it takes to build 
a successful team and what a successful project looks like will remain the intellectual property of DREAM.

In order to perform predictive analysis successfully DREAM will leverage data from Moneo, Open Source 
Intelligence, existing community and social platforms, and internal research to build the training data. The 
AI team will use this data to build and refine models, until the outputs mimic the success of proven teams 
and startups.  This data can then be used in DREAM on live data sets.  Reputation and identity data from 
partners and communities can be incorporated into the models and the blockchain ecosystem expands. 

Open source machine learning software such as TensorFlow, Keras, Word2Vec, and NLU will be used in 
the machine learning modules. The AI team have experience and a proven track record building similar 
projects.

12.2 Blockchain
The following base set of smart contracts enable open and portable reputations, secure funding, and 
protect the DREAM ecosystem. Additional contracts will be written as required, for example, to support 
authentication systems (such as Uport), and partner integrations.

Escoin (not a token) was built by Moneo to provide secure bitcoin (BTC) payments and an escrow service. 
It has been production tested and has processed thousands of transactions.  The Escoin vault system 
securely stores private keys and is compliant with the Crypto Currency Security Standard (CCSS) Level II 
requirements.

Client and freelancer 
performance metrics

Project performance data

DREAM Identity data

Hold payments in escrow in a 
multisig wallet

Allow for variable commission 
rates when contract is 
created

Issue tokens when a reward 
event has occurred

Prevents an overspend from 
the reward pool

Public and private reputation 
data for individuals and 
projects

Reputation

Escrow payments for DREAM 
ERC20 tokens

Payments

Issue and control DREAM 
Reward allocations

Rewards

https://moneo.io/help/moneo-bitcoin-escrow-payment-system-architecture
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13 Team

13.1 Founders 

Richard Foster
CEO & Founder

Founded and raised funding for 
a financially regulated payments 
company. Twelve years’ experience 
as a Cisco CCIE freelance network 
architect in finance and energy 
in London. Deep knowledge of 
payment systems, launching online 
marketplaces, and growth techniques. 
Founder and CEO of blockchain talent 
site Moneo.io. Active investor and 
supporter of the crypto community 
and blockchain technology.

Amy Diez
CFO & Co-Founder

ACCA Chartered Accountant, 
Financial Modeller and Management 
Consultant. Associate Director at 
KPMG London for 12 years. Awarded 
the Jon Lopategui Memorial Prize 
for Monetary and Macro Economics 
at Kingston University London, in 
recognition of excellent performance 
in the area of Monetary Economics.

13.2 Development

Pavel Feklistov
Lead Developer

Ruby on Rails, JavaScript, and Swift 
software architect. Bitcoin payment 
system and blockchain integration. 
Developed the Moneo.io, payment 
system, and KYC/AML platform, 
while enjoying a bottle of Novyi Svit 
(Crimean Champagne). Developed the 
dream.ac platform.

Subramanian Venkatesan
Blockchain Architect

Full stack developer developing 
Ethereum DApps since late 2015. 
Contributed to the Ethereum JS 
suite of projects. Very active in the 
Toronto Blockchain community 
whilst organizing and leading Solidity 
programming workshops. Over 
seven years of software development 
experience and holds a Master’s 
degree in Computer Science.

 | Company Directors
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Sergey Mitrofanov
Infrastructure Engineer

Eleven years as a System and 
Infrastructure Architect. Specialising 
in cloud, database, DevOps, security, 
and high-load information systems. 
Responsible for the infrastructure 
security design and deployment of 
Bitcoin payment system Escoin, and 
administrator of DREAM and Moneo.

Danylo Kolesnychenko
Product Manager

Experienced graphic designer, web 
designer, and UI expert with six 
years’ experience. Responsible for 
the Moneo and DREAM landing 
pages, websites, UI, and all branding. 
Specialising in Adobe Illustrator, 
Sketch, and blockchain whitepaper 
design.

Lee Raj
Solidity Developer

Ethereum Developer and a Blockchain 
Consultant. Contributed technical 
content and research including 
technical articles, whitepapers, market 
feasibility for cryptocurrencies, and 
thesis on application of blockchain 
technology. Active supporter of 
the Toronto Crypto community 
and assists in teaching Ethereum 
Development. 

Weiqi Li
Head of Product

Two years’ experience designing 
building and crafting chatbots for 
companies such as Visa, Pernod-
Ricard, and Mead Johnson.

Edaan Getzel
Head of Design

Four years’ experience designing, 
building and crafting fun engaging 
chatbots for English language 
learning.

13.3 AI & Chatbot

Frank Fichtenmueller
Chief Product Officer

Psychologist, gone Full Stack AI 
Developer Chief Data Scientist at 
SmartRecruiting; applying People 
Analytics and Smart Web technologies 
to recruiting to identify and engage 
top talent for highly specialized cross 
disciplinary positions. Expert level in 
Javascript, Python, Tensorflow, Node 
and Postgres. CTO at legal AI startup.

David ‘DC’ Collier
Head of Technology

25 years’ experience as a CTO of a 
publicly traded gaming company 
listed on the Nikkei. Founded three 
tech startups, with two successful 
exits. Built and designed the Rikai 
Labs chatbot engine.
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13.4 Marketing

Cas Proffitt
Head of Marketing

CMO of Moneo and the Editor-in-Chief 
of Disruptor Daily. Content marketer 
and brand consultant bringing 
attention to futuristic businesses 
in blockchain, cryptocurrency, and 
artificial intelligence. Her work has 
also appeared on Disruption Hub 
and at global government blockchain 
events.

Erwin Doornbos
Head of Growth

Former Head Marketing Strategist for 
a multi-million-dollar cryptocurrency 
project. Promoting cryptocurrencies, 
businesses and communities since 
early 2013. Passionate about the 
digital realm, the flow of information, 
goods and services and crypto 
payments. Social Media and 
Community Manager, and strategic 
marketing.

Matthew Proffitt
Token Sale & Bounty Manager

Head of Growth at Moneo.io 
Blockchain and decentralization 
expert. Worked as Rewards Campaign 
Manager and copywriter for projects 
including Everex. He is passionate 
about the growth of the crypto 
community on a global scale and 
the positive impacts of blockchain 
that extend well beyond finance. 
His mantra is “community and 
transparency”.

Vladimir Popov
Head of Strategy

Head of Marketing at Moneo. Five 
years’ experience as a growth hacker 
and marketing specialist. Expert in 
digital advertising, Google AdWords 
and Analytics, social media and SEM 
marketing. Led multiple successful 
B2B marketing campaigns.

Sam Howard
Head of PR

A PR pro and talent nurturer with 20 
years’ of in-house and agency side PR 
and marketing experience in London 
and New York. Creative director on 
several award-winning campaigns for 
PR and lead generation. Specialises 
in B2B tech, crypto, and fintech. 
Lectured at USC Annenberg, 
Westminster University, and London 
College of Communication, teaching 
several modules in PR for BA and MA 
students.

Andreea Tilibasa
Social Media & Community 
Manager

Social Media Manager and Copywriter 
at Moneo.io. Communications 
expert, delivering creative copy 
with an authentic connection to 
blockchain. Dedicated to helping 
brand’s exposure grow and always 
keeps an eye on new ways to improve 
engagement rates. When she’s not 
working on building communities, she 
spends time sketching her soon-to-be 
famous comic series.
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13.5 Advisory Board

Darren Camas
Advisory Board Chairman

Senior Advisor to Emurgo, the venture 
builder for the Cardano, the #2 global 
blockchain platform by marketcap. 
Formerly CEO of BitNexo, named 
top FinTech startup in Latin America 
2015 by BBVA. Deep knowledge 
of cryptocurrency, former head 
of BizDev for TradeHill the world’s 
first multicurrency crypto exchange 
in 2011, and has managed crypto 
startups in Latin America, Asia, and 
Europe.

Daniel Shapiro
Artificial Intelligence (PhD)

Co-Founder & CTO at Lemay 
Solutions Consulting Inc. A driven 
CTO with a broad background in 
high tech research, development, 
commercialization, and value creation. 
Expertise in building startups with 
software and hardware products, 
people management, project 
planning, and government grants. 
With 27 publications, 16 awards, and 
four certifications, Daniel’s knowledge 
in technology is extensive.

Rowena Sedurifa
Marketing Support

Marketing and admin support for 
Moneo and the DREAM project. 
Market research, lead generation, 
project management, and customer 
support expert.

Bertrand Theaud
Blockchain Legal Expert

A seasoned legal expert who 
practiced for several years as a 
corporate partner in international 
law firms. Now a partner in his own 
Shanghai based boutique law firm. 
Also, an aviation fanatic who has 
successfully launched and exited 
ventures engaged in airlines pilot 
training. More recently, his interest for 
entrepreneurial projects brought him 
to develop expertise in blockchain 
and cryptocurrencies, acting notably 
as advisors/counsels to ICOs.

Adam Dossa
Blockchain Developer

Active developer in the blockchain 
space, contributing to both 
commercial and community projects. 
Worked with district0x, Aragon, 
Spectre.AI, Blockmason and many 
other blockchain organisations. 
Background in FinTech, venture 
capital and machine learning.
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Adrian Smith
Business Strategy (PhD)

PhD, MA with Professional Research 
Diploma, supervises PhD’s and has 
written business plans for startups 
that raised millions from VC’s. 
Successfully exited his own startup. 
Leading on projects using machine 
learning, algorithmic computing and 
other technologies for the purposes 
of complex prediction. Led the 
production of the market analysis and 
business case for DREAM, and Moneo.

Sean Hynes
Corporate Advisor

CEO of Esports Gold. Previously 
worked in M&A at Gleacher Shacklock, 
KPMG, and an ACA Chartered 
Accountant, with experience in 
corporate finance, auditing and 
accounting, and M&A. Advised 
multiple ICO clients from ideation to 
successful launch. Highly specialised 
in analytics, modelling, and valuations.

Paul Gordon
Business Strategy

CEO at blockchain startup Quantave: 
the institutional gateway to digital 
asset liquidity. Former derivatives 
trader at HSBC London. Board 
member at UK Digital Currency 
Association, Director at Coinscrum 
London – the world’s largest digital 
currency meetup group.

James Welsh
Fundraising

Early investor and CMO in Moneo.
io. Early investor and supporter of 
DREAM. A seasoned entrepreneur 
and growth hacker who exited his 
first startup at €1m. Founder of 
GarageBeer.co; raised €1.5m in 
Spain’s most successful crowdfunding 
campaign. Now watches tech startups 
from the comfy seats in his Barcelona 
bars.

Mohammad Obaid
Security Expert

Rewards hunter at Hackerone, 
blockchain enthusiast, and software 
developer. Accomplished penetration 
tester who found a web-socket 
misconfiguration on Coinbase, 
payment system bypass on Moneo, 
and subdomain misconfiguration 
bug in Informatica. Listed in the 
Quora, Alibaba, and Google Halls of 
Fame. Bachelor of Engineering, and 
Computer Software Engineering.
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14 Legal

14.1 Company Information
Dream Management Limited is a private company limited by shares and incorporated in Gibraltar in 
accordance with the Companies Act 2014 and with registration number 117001.

We have chosen to establish in Gibraltar given our understanding that the jurisdiction is crypto-friendly.

On the 1st January 2018 the distributed ledger technology (DLT) framework came into effect. This means 
that firms in Gibraltar, that use DLT to store or transmit value belonging to others, now have to apply for 
a licence from the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission. Gibraltar is the first jurisdiction to introduce 
a DLT regulatory framework. Whilst this does not apply to ICOs, we understand that Her Majesty’s 
Government of Gibraltar intends on publishing complementary Regulations for ICOs in the very near 
future. We are of the view that better governance will help token sales to continue to gain traction as an 
important funding model and we are therefore delighted to have established in Gibraltar. 

Company Directors
Richard Foster, London based entrepreneur with 15 years corporate experience in Bank of New York 
Mellon, BP Trading, and QBE Insurance. Founded Moneo.io with extensive knowledge of the blockchain 
talent and startup industries.

Amalia Figueroa Diez, London based chartered accountant, with 10 years’ experience in KPMG. 
Operations and finance at Moneo.io. Responsible for financial activities at DREAM.

The function of the Directors is to be responsible for the activities of the Company and to oversee the 
Company’s activities on a day to day basis.

The Directors shall exercise their powers in accordance with the Company’s articles of association (the 
“Articles”) and their fiduciary duties to the Company.

The Directors are vested with all powers to perform all acts necessary or useful to manage and control 
the business of the Company and the development of DREAM. 

The Directors shall hold office until they resign or are disqualified in accordance with the Company’s 
Articles. Subject to the provisions of the Articles, the Directors shall have power, at any time, to appoint 
any person to be a Director either to fill a casual vacancy or as an addition to the existing Directors.

14.2 Disclaimer
This White Paper has been issued by Dream Management Ltd (the “Company”) on 28th February 2018 
and should be read in conjunction with the Company’s terms and conditions (the “Terms”).

The purpose of this White Paper is to provide prospective purchasers with the information on the 
Company’s project to allow the prospective purchasers to make their own decision as to whether or 
not it wishes to proceed to purchase a DREAM token. This White Paper does not constitute an offer or 
invitation, or any other sale or purchase of shares, securities, or any of the assets of the Company.
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The Board of Directors of the Company have taken reasonable care to ensure that, as at the date of 
this White Paper, the information contained herein is accurate to the best of their knowledge and there 
are no other facts, the omission of which, would make misleading any statement in this White Paper. 
No representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking is made as to its continued accuracy after such 
date. The information contained in this White Paper may be subject to modification, supplementation 
and amendment at any time and from time to time. This White Paper describes the Company’s business 
objectives and the issue by the Company of DREAM Tokens. 

The publication of this White Paper and the offering of DREAM Tokens may be restricted in certain 
jurisdictions. It is the responsibility of any person in possession of this White Paper and any persons 
wishing to make an application for DREAM Tokens (pursuant to the Terms) to inform themselves of, and 
to observe, any and all laws and regulations that may be applicable to them. 

This White Paper is not intended to be an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, any security or 
other financial instrument. The offering of DREAM token has not been registered, qualified, or approved 
under any securities, futures, financial instruments, capital markets, or exchange control legislation, 
regulation, or ordinance of any jurisdiction.

This White Paper is as of 28th February 2018, may not be complete or final and is subject to change. 
DREAM does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained in this White Paper and DREAM has no obligation to update or keep current any 
information or projections contained herein.

This White Paper does not contain all material information regarding the risks associated to the purchase 
of digital tokens. The buying of digital tokens, like the DREAM Tokens, is speculative and involves risks, 
which you should understand prior to making your decision to buy.

Prospective purchasers of DREAM Tokens should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and 
consequences of purchasing, holding and disposing of DREAM Tokens and any applicable exchange 
control regulations and taxes in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence and/or domicile.

Prospective purchasers of DREAM Tokens are wholly responsible for ensuring that all aspects of this 
White Paper and the Terms are acceptable to them. The purchase of DREAM Tokens may involve special 
risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of the purchase amount. The purchase of 
DREAM Tokens is considered speculative in nature and it involves a high degree of risk. The Company 
does not represent, warrant, undertake or assure that the DREAM Tokens are defect/virus free or will 
meet any specific requirements of a prospective purchaser. You should only purchase DREAM Tokens if 
you can afford a complete loss. Unless you fully understand and accept the nature of and the potential 
risks inherent in the purchase of DREAM Tokens you should not purchase DREAM Tokens.

The purchase of DREAM Tokens is only possible after the prospective purchaser has read, understood 
and accepted the Terms. Each prospective purchaser will be required to acknowledge that it made an 
independent decision to purchase the DREAM Tokens and that it is not relying, in any manner whatsoever, 
on the Company, its Board of Directors or any other person or entity (other than such purchaser’s own 
advisers). Prospective purchasers are urged to consult their own legal, tax or other advisor before 
purchasing DREAM Tokens. 

The Company and its Board of Directors do not provide any advice or recommendations with respect to 
the DREAM Token, nor do they endorse such tokens, nor do they accept any responsibility or liability for any 
use of this White Paper by any person which is in breach of any local regulatory requirements with regard 
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to the distribution of this White Paper or any applicable rules pertaining to the offer of DREAM Tokens.

There can be no assurance that the DREAM Tokens will ever be issued. DREAM is subject to complex, 
evolving and expansive laws and regulations; DREAM has limited operating history, which makes it hard 
to evaluate its ability to generate revenue through operations; DREAM Token holders will not have voting 
rights or ability to influence DREAM’s decisions; DREAM may be forced to cease operations; DREAM may 
not successfully develop, market and launch the DREAM platform, and, even if launched it may not be 
widely adopted and may have limited users and could be subject to significant competition.

Statements made in this White Paper are based on the law and practice currently in force in Gibraltar and 
are subject to changes in those laws.

14.3 Risk Factors
This section on risk factors is not and does not purport to be a complete enumeration or explanation 
of the risks involved with the purchase of dream tokens. There may be additional material risks 
that the directors do not currently consider to be material or of which the directors are not aware. 
The following therefore highlights certain risks to which the company is subject to and which the 
company wishes to encourage purchaser to discuss with their own professional advisors.

Prospective DREAM Token purchasers should conduct such independent investigation and analysis 
regarding this Company, the DREAM Token and all other relevant market and economic factors as they 
deem appropriate to fully evaluate the merits and risk of their purchase.

The Company and its Directors disclaim any responsibility to advise purchasers of DREAM Token of the 
risk and considerations associated with the purchase of the DREAM Token as they exist at the date 
hereof or from time to time hereinafter.

Each prospective purchaser of any DREAM Token must determine, based on his/her own independent 
review and such professional advice (including, without limitation, tax, accounting, credit, legal and 
regulatory advice) as it deems appropriate, that the purchase of DREAM Token is appropriate and suitable 
for it, notwithstanding the clear and substantial risks inherent with the purchase of DREAM Token.

You should consult with your own legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and accounting 
professional advisors to the extent that you deem it necessary, and make your own decisions including 
decisions regarding the suitability of this purchase based upon your own judgement and upon advice 
from such professional advisors as you deem necessary and not upon any view expressed by any party 
mentioned in this Whitepaper. 

The purchaser of a DREAM Tokens should be capable of evaluating the merits and risks of such a purchase 
and should have sufficient resources to be able to bear any losses (which may be equal to the whole 
purchased amount) that may result from such a purchase. Prospective purchasers of DREAM Tokens 
should be aware that the value of DREAM Tokens may go down as well as up and that they may not be 
able realise their purchase amount on the secondary market (if there is any). 

Forward Looking Statements
Certain statements in this whitepaper constitute “forward looking statements” that are used on the 
beliefs of the Directors and reflect their current expectations. When used in this whitepaper or in any of 
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the Company’s material, the words “estimate”, “project”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “expect”, “plan”, 
“predict”, “may”, “should”, “would”, “will”, the negative of these words or such other variations thereon or 
comparable terminology are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Such statements reflect 
the views of the Directors at the time the statements are made with respect to future events based on 
information available at that time, and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 
results to differ materially from those contemplated in those forward-looking statements. The Directors 
assume no obligation to update or revise these statements to reflect current information, events, or 
circumstances, including changes in any risks or uncertainties that may impact them.

Management Risk 
If any of the directors or officers of the Company cease to participate in the operation of the Company, 
the operations, objectives and activities of the Company may be adversely affected.

Liquidity of DREAM Tokens
As at the date of this whitepaper, there is no active secondary market for the DREAM Tokens. Whilst 
the Directors hope that the success of the Company will lead to a secondary market developing, there 
is no guarantee or assurance that a public market will ever develop. There is often no assurance that a 
purchaser of the DREAM Tokens will be able to sell or dispose of the DREAM Tokens. 

Changes in Applicable Law and Regulation 
The Directors believe that it is possible that emergency intervention by certain Governments may take 
place in the future in respect of ICOs. Such intervention may be implemented on an “emergency” basis, 
subjecting market participants without notice to a set of regulations which in some cases may be unclear 
in scope and in application. 

Should any relevant laws or regulations change, the legal requirements to which the Company and the 
DREAM Tokens may be subject could differ materially from current requirements. No assurance can 
be given that future legislation, administrative rulings or court decisions will not adversely affect the 
Company and the DREAM Tokens. 

The Company may be subject to a number of unusual risks, including contradictory legislation, incomplete, 
unclear and changing laws, ignorance or breaches of regulations on the part of other market participants, 
lack of established or effective avenues for legal redress, lack of standard practices and confidentiality 
customs characteristic of developed markets and lack of enforcement of existing regulations. 

Early Stage Companies
The Company is a start-up and has no operating history against which purchasers of the DREAM Tokens 
may consider the appropriateness of purchasing the DREAM Tokens. 

Many risks and uncertainties affect start-up and early stage companies, which often have very limited 
operating history, profits or cash flow. There can be no assurance of the success of such enterprises. 
Their potential must be considered in light of the problems, expenses, difficulties, complications and 
delays frequently encountered in connection with new or developing businesses, including technology 
risks, unproven business models, untested plans, uncertain market acceptance, competition and lack of 
revenues and financing.
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The technological fields and markets that many start-up and early stage companies address have 
undergone and are expected to continue to undergo rapid and significant change. Rapid technological 
developments may result in the technology of companies becoming obsolete, uneconomical or 
uncompetitive before any commercial success or financial return can be achieved. Numerous other risks 
may affect developing companies and ventures, including risks that products or services will be found to 
be ineffective, unreliable, unsafe or uncompetitive and risks that such companies’ technologies, products 
or service will not achieve market acceptance or penetration. Market acceptance of new products, 
services or technologies depends on many factors and uncertainties and cannot be assured. 

Startup and early stage companies may compete with entities that have established businesses, 
relationships and positions in the market and that have much more substantial financial, business, 
technological, marketing and distribution assets, operations and resources. There can be no assurance 
that any developing company will be able to compete successfully with more established companies.

These companies may be overly dependent on the vision, skill and leadership of a single or limited number 
of executives. In a start-up business, the loss or disability of a key person(s) can result in significant 
financial hardship, in some cases the failure of the company. More than other businesses, start-ups are 
highly dependent on the skills and contributions of very few key employees

Any projections, forecasts, plans or other forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks, 
uncertainties, changing circumstances and other factors that could cause actual results, performance, 
plans, prospects, operations and opportunities to differ materially from any forward-looking statements, 
including competition, inability to identify and do business with appropriate customers, existing and 
future law and regulations, liabilities under the securities laws, inability to hire, retain or qualify sufficient 
management and staff, general economic conditions, rapid technological change, cost overruns, delays 
in bringing products or services to market, marketing failures, difficulty in penetrating markets, delays 
or failures in developing anticipated capabilities, products or services, failure to obtain necessary 
regulatory approvals, insufficient funding, lack of availability of capital, rates of economic growth, levels 
of consumer and business spending, conditions in the technology and financial industries, dependence 
on strategic partners and business relationships, unproven business models, adverse developments 
affecting customers and end-users, fluctuations in securities markets and valuations, limited marketing, 
expansion risks, losses and costs, uncertain revenues and profitability, conditions in particular industries, 
accounting problems, costs, delays and liabilities arising from legal proceedings, failure to obtain and 
maintain intellectual property or proprietary rights and management failures.

Gibraltar
Gibraltar is a British Overseas Territory. It is part of the EU, having joined the European Economic 
Community with the United Kingdom in 1973 by virtue of Article 355(3) (ex Article 299(4)) which applies 
the treaty to “the European territories for whose external relations a Member State is responsible”, a 
provision which in practice only applies to Gibraltar. 

The UK voted to leave the EU on the 23rd June 2016. Article 50 has been triggered but no agreement has 
been made as to the relationship between the UK and the EU. It is not yet clear whether any agreement 
will include Gibraltar.

The Kingdom of Spain has not conceded its claim to sovereignty over Gibraltar. There can be no assurance 
or certainty as to the outcome of any future discussions on the question of Gibraltar’s sovereignty, nor 
of how any change of sovereignty would affect the regulation and taxation of entities incorporated or 
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operating in or from within Gibraltar. 

The above could impact on the Company’s ability to undertake business in or from within Gibraltar.

Banking and Custody Arrangements
The Company’s cash will be held by a bank. The Company acknowledges that any such deposits are not 
guaranteed by the bank and are exposed to losses incurred in the event of the insolvency or failure of 
the bank. The Company will take credit risk against any party which is holding its cash. The Company will 
therefore rank as a general unsecured creditor in the event of the insolvency or failure of the bank with 
which deposits or instruments have been placed.

Regulatory Supervision
The Company and the DREAM Tokens are not regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission 
or any other regulatory or supervisory authority. The Gibraltar Financial Services Commission does not 
vouch for the financial soundness of the Company, the DREAM Tokens or for the correctness of any 
statements made, or opinions expressed with regards to it.

Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity threats are present within the realms of cryptocurrencies. There is a risk of loss of funds, 
including a total loss, should an unauthorised intrusion or theft occur. 

Whilst the Company has considered its cybersecurity, risks related to software weakness, human error, 
external attacks and others, continue to exist and pose a material risk to the Company and the value of 
the DREAM Tokens.

Ethereum Network
The DREAM Tokens is a part of the Ethereum network. If problems related to the Ethereum network 
normal functionality arise, this may affect the DREAM Tokens functionality and may adversely affect the 
Company and the value of the DREAM Tokens. 

The foregoing risk factors do not purport to be a complete explanation of the risks involved with the 
company and the DREAM Tokens.


